
'Norman's Blues': Record Collectors, Collecting, and British Blues 
Appreciation before 1960. 
 
Between the 1930s and the 1960s, British jazz musicians and listeners became 
increasingly interested in the blues, which they encountered through a limited number 
of reissued American recordings. These predominantly white enthusiasts identified the 
genre as an African American 'folk' music connected to its performers' social 
experiences, and as a historical root of  'authentic' jazz. This alliance of authenticity, 
ethnicity and experience – as well as the non-live nature of British listeners' encounters 
with the music – has caused recent blues scholars to identify an insurmountable 
cultural distance affecting British understandings of the genre (Hamilton 2007; 
O'Connell 2012). Listeners and critics constructed an 'exoticised' vision of the blues, 
assuming that African Americans were inherently musical, and that their musical 
traditions were antithetical to European musical norms. 
 
Record collectors are often portrayed as important sources of this view: their apparent 
'anti-social' nature, purist obsession, and preoccupation with records (rather than the 
music they contain) are thought to encapsulate the cultural distance experienced by 
British enthusiasts as a whole. Yet British blues record collecting has not been 
consistently studied as a social practice, or with significant attention to the wider 
contexts of record circulation within which collectors and other listeners operated. 
British enthusiasts relied on both rare and more readily available recordings when 
discussing the blues's key performers and cultural value, thereby problematising recent 
scholars' accounts of blues appreciation as an esoteric activity. Furthermore, collecting 
groups such as 'rhythm clubs' met within pre-existing social spaces, evoking a populist 
ethos of self-education and amateur participation (Hobsbawm 1960). Considering 
these aspects allows for a more nuanced account of the blues's cultural value to British 
audiences, and facilitates a more sensitive appreciation of record collectors' influence 
on British blues reception. 
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